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IntroducUod

In December 1982 the National Institute of Education (NIE) fdhded

the Far West Laboratory for Education-61 Research and Development (FWLERP)

to conduct a study; Applying Research to Teather Education (ARTE). The

purpose of the ARTE program is to create vehicles for impact on know-

ledge; practice; and policy for student teachers; cooperating teachers;

and teacher ed[cation faculty regarding current research on effective

instruction and effective schools.

The ARTE program includes three major research projects: research

utilization in elementary teacher edification; conditions of secondary

mathematics and science teacher education; and preservice training of

middle/junior high school teachers. The research utilization in ele-

mentary educatibh (RUETE) racet is the focus of this report. RUETE is

premised on the assumption that we have a relatively substantial hody

of research On effective instruction, generated largely during the last

5 = 10 :yearS, that might inform teache education practice. The design

and implementation of this two-year project integrates (a) the applica-

tion of research CO effective instruction; (h) the utilization of

processes of adult learning in a systematic manner, and (c) the develop-

ment of teacher education academies;

The study consists of two major phases: PhaSe I, from December

198? to ,tuber 1983; and Phase 11; from December 1983 to Novemher

1984; The first phase is desi:ned to establish a Regional Teacher Edu-

cation Team (RTET); incorporate recent research findings from elementary

school effectiveness studies into the preservice elementary school
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teacher education process and to inform the initiation Of the teacher

education acaduiies. The second phase proposes to concentrate on

more fully developing the academies, which are the cornerstone f

both phases. These teacher education academies will (a) understard

the content of classroom effectiveness research; (b) engage in co:-

labbratiVe inquiry, (c) identify the present and future staffing

Criteria and Staff development priorities of the cooperating school

diStrittS, (d) analyze classroom instruction; and (e) apply ir,Sti-dt

tiOhji research to classroom instructional problems;

The following sections of this paper briefly describes the ef-

fective instruction framework adapted for this project; selection

Of the three study sample sites; collaborative interactive research

and development process of adult learning; design of Phase I; and

projections for Phase II.

Effective instruction Framework

The areas of concentration addressed fbr thiS project framework

were determined by the regional teacher educatiOn team (RIFT) of re-

gional research fellows (RRF) representing the three participating

study sites, in collabOration with FWLLRD staff; The collaborative

team agreed that:

EffettiVe_inStruction includes those teaching behaviors
that result ih intended positive_ changes in student at-

titudes and participation in instruction (e.g_; engage-
Meht, accuracy, task completion,andobtaining feedback).

Operationally defined in terms of this project; effective
instruction includes teaching strategies that increase

atadeMit learning time (ALT), and variation in activity
and task structure (e.g. grouping practices); (Gee; 1983)

Discussions of this definition of effective instruction in the

lih'ht of existing research suggested that the team concentrate on
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research on teaching behaviors that are tied to student achievement;

and on attivit:-/ and tisk structures; Intere:it in these areas led to

the inclusion of research on academic learning time (ALT) a.; a measure

of student achii:?volent P11 three research areas--te:ching behaviors,

activity structures, and academic learning timewill be briefly d S:

cussed here;

Within the range of studies considered, those involving teaching

behaviors in the direct iistrOctibh model have made the biggest im-

nact on the natu-e of ihservito teacher training programs; The be-

haviors described as itt'e tea-thing (Good, 1983) are characterized

hy teacher - directed learhing and a high level of teacher-student in-

teraction. They hi,iVe taken on significance because they have produced

greater student athieVeMent, and thus are considered a form of effec-

tive instruction.

Teacher-dominated instruction; however; is not the ofilj to

facilitate learning. The literature concerning t :e activity s:..ucture

has suggested that the organization of instruction may influence stU=

dent achieccement as well as the social relationships within the class-

room (Bossert, 1979); Researchers have examined, fer example, the ef=

fects of grouping on the achievement of lower ability and hiuher ability

students (Weinstein; 1976; Barr; 1975; 1980); Ongoing studies; however,

are indicating that what occurs within a group may he more significant

than the grouping itself; Tom Good recently emphasized this in a paper

presented at the American EducatiOnal Research Association: "The form

of organization structure aldhe has not, does not, and never will pre-

dict student outcomes". Retearth on the relationships among various

activity structures and their implications for student achievement is

limited and thus far inconclusive;
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The third and last area of effective instruction research being

used by the RUETE project is academic learning time (ALT); a measure

of student learning that incorporates Jie time allocAed to a learning

tasks; the time a student is engaged in the task; and the accuracy cf

the student in performing the appropriate or relevant task (Fisher;

et . 1980. ALT has been shown to be more proximal to irttrii-ctiOn

than achievement scores and therefore cffers a promising gauge of ef-

fective instruction for use in the research activities of the RUETE

project:

WPrtinn And necoriptiaft of the Sample

FWLERD; in conjunction with the staffs of preservice e'ementary

teacher education programs at three regional institutions of higher

education; is applying some 10 years of research on teaching in ele-

mentary schools to build preservice teacher trainees' knowledge and

skills in the areas of effective c.assroom instruction: Site selec-

tion involved three phases. First, a prespecified site selection

factor was included in the original proposal to especially serve the

designated FWLERD Regional Area. Second, within the FWLERB Regional

Area teacher preparation program sites were selected utiiizing objec-

tic/0 criteria drawing from among characteristics associated with

teacher preparation programs and their cooperating school districts.

Third, teacher education faculty were selected by the nomination in

terview procedure within each site to serve on the Regional Teacher

Education Team. These Regional Research Fellows are planning and

implementing the application of research findings on effective school-

ing and effective school;ng and effective instruction in their own



program, as we 11 as establishing their own Teacher Education Academy.

The term "site" designates the geographical 'ocation of teacher

-oaration programs participating in conduct of the study. Each Re-

oal Research Fellow, in turn, is collaborating with one or more

scbool district(s) where preservice teachers are trained; Hence; a

site refers to the Institution of Higher Educatioil Teacber Preparatory

Program and the general community or school district within which pre-

service teachers obtain supervised classroom experience and practice

skills and knowledge for that program under the auspices of a particular

teacner education program person.

The sites participating in Phase I of the study

o University of Utah; Salt Lake City (Amy_Driscolli_Regional
Research Fellow) in collaboration with Salt Lake City School
District;

University of_Nevadai Reno (Kenneth Johns_, Regional Research
Fellow) in collaboration with the Washbe County School
DiStriCt;

Mills College, Oakland_iCalifornia (Richard Ponzio,_Regional
Research_Fellow) in collaboration with the Vallejo Unified
School DiStritt.

A number of interrelated factors of a purposive rather than a prob-

ability nature were considered in selecting sites. Outside of the pre-

specified area factor, study sites were selected based on factors in-

cluding provisions for variety in teacher education program charac:eHs-

i-jcs, school district characteristics; and nomination of the teacher

education personnel. The following paragraphs examine each of these

factors and discuss the aspects for selection of study sites and Re-

gional Research Fellows;

Prespecified site selection factor. The original proposal speci-

fied that sites be selected within the FWLERD regional area states of



Nevada (except Las Vegas); Utah; and northern California; The selec-

tion process within the states of Nevada and Utah was relatiVely

straight-forward as there is only one university within each area and

state, respectively. the University of Nevada at Reno and the Univer-

sity of Utah at Salt Lake City; Each one of the large number of teacher

education programs in northern California was carefullY considered in

terns of the selection factors; Characteristics of each of the sites

surveyed are presented in Table

Teacher edlIcatAln_prTigr_am characteristics. The first f:IttOr to

be considered in site selection was representation Of a variety of

teacher education program characteristict. Variability among sites

in cerms of asnects such as program size, the structure of teacher

education programs; and the funding source is described below.

Pro-gram size. Sev2ral aspects related to the size of the

teacher education program were considered for site selection; Each

site has a sufficient number of student teachers to allow a useful

description of the application of research findings; The process df

adult learning for a full program complement of student teachert may

dicfer from that for only a part of the student teachers in a program.

Thereforei btith small and large teacher education programs are ro-

reSented in our sample sites. Additionally; the number cf fUll time

emnloyed faculty members varies among the selected sites.

Program structure. Another aspect in site selettion was

variety in the breakdown of the teacher educatiOn programs. Consider-

L'ole controversy exists over the general division of the academic

school year in terms of the continuity of learning. Therefore; both

the semester and quarter systems are represented in the study sample.



Table 1. Characteris ics of sites considered and selected
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Additionally, teacher education program matriculatitin during a fifth

year of college and matriculation during the third or fourth year of

a baccalaureate program are represented in the study sample.

The amount of student teaching experience, the timing of the

StUdeht teaching experience, and the range of pupils' socio-economi:

status Within the classrooms a\,ailable for the student teaching as-

signment were aspects considered in selecting study sample sites;

The range of the minimal student teaching experience varies from

initial experiences of 10 weeks to 15 weeks. Classrooms available

for student teaching assignments vary across small/rural; medium/

suburban, and large/urban settings; Additionally; there is variety

in the practicuri course work associated with the student teacning

experience. For example; both the "block" practicum and department=

alized course work are represented in the site selettiOn.

funding source; Large publically funded institutions of

higher education generally maintain teacher educatiOn programs of

a different nature than those of smaller privately funded institu=

tions; In order for findings to be useful to a variety of different

k:nds of teacher education programs, the selected sites represent

both private and publically supported institutions;

CO-Operating school district characteristics. Tha third factor

to be uunsidered in site selection was representation of a variety

of cooperating school district characteristics; Variability among

sites in term;. of aspects such as population size; collaboration

ietween pre= and inservice teachers; and the socioeconomic status

Of pupils in the public school student teaching populatiOn are des-

cribed below;
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_School Aistrict size. The differences in organizational

structure of smaller and larger school districts influence the pi-ctetS

of student teaching experience. TherefOre the selection of sample

sites cons. -tiered the representation of a variety of cooperating

school CittrittS to intiwe a broad spectrum of interests and orienta-

tions; Selected teacher education programs cooperate with school

dittrittt in small/rural, medium /suburban; and large/urban localitiet.

Pre- and inservice_program_collaboration. Sinte thiS study

considers all personnel who have contact with the pre- and inservice

teacher as teacher educators ana since one of the major levels of

this study is the establishment of Teacher Educatibn Academies which

will include a variety of teacher educator role groups, an important

aspect in selecting a site was the interest and potential for col-

laboration and communication among a variety of role groups; There-

fore, each of the selected sites maintains a unique relationship

with local school districts. For example, the University of Utah

has established and maintained Professional Development Centers with-

in public schools where staff serve joint appointments with the Uni

versity and the school distritt. It is within these Professional

Development Centert that student teaching experiencesi inservice with

cooperating teathrt, and special research and development projects

occur. The UhiVerSity of Nevada collaborates with a year-round public

schbbl and Mills College maintains a graduate program withih Whith many

of the public school cooperating teachers are enrolled.

Student suctoeconomAt_stztus. Since it is relatively well

established that differences in the socioeconomic status of students

in public school classrooms provide different kindS of teaching and



learning experiencesi this element was considered in selecting study

sites. Generally, the provision for a range of lowi'mediumi and high

socioeconomic status student classrooms among sites was attempted

and is refletted in the final project sample.

Nomi- nation Process; The nomination process consisted of contact=

ing various personnel in the teacher educatior community to inform *.hem

of the project and to seek their advice. regarding programs and personnel

that might best meet project criteria. Both subjective and objective

inform tion was sought;

Teacher education program; Selection of the teache edUta--;

tion program in Utah and Nevada was straightforward as there is only

one university within'each state and area, respectively. However,

in California the large -rib-Mb-6r of teacher education programs required

an orderly selectiOn procedure. Therefore, only the California site

reflects a nominated program. It should be noted that this does not

reflect on the nature of the other two sites in any way;

Approximately 20 northern California teacher education lnstitU=

tions were contacted for recommendations of quality teacher education

programs and to gather objective program information. This informa-

tion appears in Table 1 as program characteristics and clientVSCh001

district aspects;

Teacher education personnel; The three Regional ReSearth

Fellows, one at each site; were selected by the nomination interview

procedure; In general; the procedure involved contacting over 20

teacher education program administrations for recommendations of key

faculty members to approach regarding collaboration. Each recom-

mended teacher edUtatOr was interviewed and the nature of their in-

10



dividual interests; past experienceSi and willingness to collaborate

were considered.

In sum, site selection was bas'ed on providing variety in teacher

education program characteristics and school district characteristics.

Additionally, a prespecified site selection factor emanating from the

original proposal was adhered to and a nomination interview procedure

was used. Both subjective and objective criteria were involved in

the final selection;

The teacher education faculty members from each of the three Sites,

hejld key positions in their respective institutions and haVe been as-

sociated with their institutions for a number of yeai.

Collaborative Interactive R&D Process

The application of research on effectiVe instruction is occurring

through a process of collaborative inquiry, using the Interactive Re-

search and Development on Teathin0 (IR&DT) model developed at FWLERD

(Ward & Tikdhbff, 1982). The central theme of collaborative inquiry

provides knoWledge abbdt and experience in solving problems in concrete

and directly relevant prOfeSSiOnal situations Three essential character=

istics of collaborative research are: (a) the establishment of paritY;

or mutual respect; among collaborators, (b) the maintenance of reciprocal

relationships awing team members representing different professional

rOles; and (c) the establishment Of a common language (Mergend011er,

1981). The overall goal is for the individuals in the collaborative

team to work together in investigating educational problemt that are

of interest to all the team members.

11



Study participants are involved in collaborativt two major

levels: the Regional Teacher Education Team (RTET) level and the

Teacher Education Academies (TEA) level; Experiences at these two

levels intlUde two years of field activities; Engaging teacner educa-

tion personnel in a RTET for collaborative research purposes together

with engaging education personnel themselves in the academies provides

a forum of multiple perspectives; It is expected that the academy

network system will facilitate communication and result in long term

collaboration for effective instruction and school improvement.

Phase I

This section briefly destribet the elements of Phase I of the

study which serves to inform the configuration of Phase II. A

schematic diagram of the stages for Phase I appears as Figure

15).

In the firSt of two phases, the study selected and convened a

Regional Teacher EddtatiOn Team (RTET), consisting of three experi-

enced teacher educators.

The regional teacher education team (RTET) met four times. The '

purpose was to provide personal growth; profesSiOnal development and

support of goals and effort in the collabOrative mode. It was ex-

pected that the team meeting experience would enable individual mem-

bers to more easily model the C011abOrative process when implementing

study tasks with their own teacher edUtation programs;

During the first meeting the major fbcus was to establish the

RTET, increasing familiarity with the scope of the study; and examin-

ing the consistent patterns of research findings about effective

12
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instruction and successful elementary schools for employing those find-

ings in analyses of classroom situations. The examination of research

findings included reviewing, discussing, elaborating; and interpret-

ing major aspects of instructional effectiveness rsesearch at the ele-

mentary elementary school level for development of their own research/

intervention designs. Ensuing meetings continued in this vein as

Well as responding to the evolving needs and interests of the Regional

Research Fellows.

In order to analyze classroom situations RTET members undertook

several structured activities to practice observation strategies for

and application of the instructional effectiveness research findings

to their instruction of preservice teachers. This included a variety

of observation instruments and techniques to collect information on

and analyze both videotape and public school classrooms of effective

elementary school instructors. The structured activities enabled

each member of tne team to later generate a document synthesizing

these experiences and tailor them to their own teacher education

program for application.

The Region 1 Teacher Education Team members each developed a

comprehensive -iption (Driscoll & Gee, 1983; Johns & Gee; 1983;

Ponzio & Gee, 1983) of their teacher education program; These three

Situational Analyses serve as a baseline data collection to obtain a

broad view of the content and process of teacher education programs at

each site. The situational analysis include; but ale not limited to,

descriptions of:

o entering student teacher characteristics such as previous

experiences; education, and perspectives of teaching;

13



o institutional rationale for the teacher education program;

o certification requirements for teacher education at both

the institutional level and the state leVel;

o procedures for inducting student teatherS; and

school district criteria for hiring.

Evoving from the Situational Analyses each Regional Research

Fellow developed plans for using effective instruction research find-

ings at their individual sites. Eath of the three plans incorporated

many of the elements that describe each site at the university; school

district, and community levels in terms of the teacher education pro-

gram, characteristicS of preservice teachers, state certification re-

quirements, and the recruitment and hiring criteria for local educa-

tion work forces.

Generally the three research/intervention plans incorporate the

application of effective instruction research fin-din-0 into the stu-

dent teaching clinical experience; More specifically, the concepts

of active teaching behaviors (Good, Grouws, & Ebmeier, 1983) and

academic learning time (Fisher, et; al., 1980) are introduced using

a variety of strategies; Each of the three teacher education program

research/intervention designs are described in detail (See Driscoll,

1983; Johns, 1983; Ponzio, 1983).

Comprehensive plans to form and establish a TEA at each site

are also being deVelOped by each Regional Research Fellow; Specific

membership and programs of activity will be determined in the col-

laborative mode. The plan will be a guide based on needs, goals,

and objectives including suggested activities and resources; Each

Regional Research Fellow's understanding of the procedure, the func-

14
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tions of each element of the plan; and applicability will be appro=

priately adapted for use at each of the sites. (Figure 1 illustrates

the developmental stages of Phase I of the RUETE project.)

Finally; periodic onsite training and technical assistance is

provided ty FWLERD staff. This include, but is not limited to,

data collection training, dOCUMent planning and development; as well

as implementation of research /intervention designs;

Phase II

The second phase bUildS on, extends, and consolidates the estab-

lithMent of the Regional Teacher Education Team; implementation of

the research/intervention plans; and the teacher education acadeMiet.

This work will evolve from and be informed by the work in Phase I.

Monitoring and support of the Phase I RTET will encompass the

activities and operation of establishing the teacher educaton acade-

mies; FWLERI) support includes assistance in planning and developing

resources; providing presentationsi training, and analysis assistance.

The timing and actual design of the monitoring and support activities

will depend upon considerations at each site and upon the structure

of the particular TEA being institute-J.

The major conceptualization constitutes using an interactive

research developMeht, diSteMihatiOn, and implementation procedure

which engages both teacher educators and local education personnel

responsible for hiring and inducting new teachers to tailor local

teacher e-dUtatiOn programs to match projected regional or local

school needs; This second phase will give the Phase I RTET an

opportunity to fully develop and establith the ensuing academies;

15



Figure 1

Schematic_ Diagram for Research Utilization in

Elementary Teacher Education:
Phase I
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Summary

The Research Utilization in Elementary Teacher Education (RUETE)

research project organized a Regional TeaLner Education Team (RTET)

to redesign, implement, and evaluate elementary teacher training that

incorporates the findings of effective instruction and effective

school improvement research. RUETE is also developing a teacher educa-

tion academy (TEA) at each of three sites. FWLERD research on teach-

ing in elementary schools regarding effective classroom management,

instruction, language demands, teacher decision making; student partici-

pation in instructional activities, effective use of time by teachers

and students, and the effects of various grouping practices is being

applied in a collaborative manner with the stiffs of preservice ele-

mentary teacher education programs at colleges in California; Nevada,

and Utah. The TEA will utilize education personnel at each site to

outline procedures and processes for analyzing the extent to which

teachers with varying years of teaching experience actually use and

apply the strategies and knowledge that have been shown to result in

betLer learning outcomes for elementary students. This integration

of the application of research on effective instruction with the pro-

cesses of adult learning is expected to result in long term regional

collaboration for rFfective instruction and school improvement.
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